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A Point-Based Fully Convolutional Neural Network
for Airborne LiDAR Ground Point Filtering in

Forested Environments
Shichao Jin, Yanjun Su , Xiaoqian Zhao, Tianyu Hu, and Qinghua Guo

Abstract—Airborne laser scanning (ALS) data is one of the most
commonly used data for terrain products generation. Filtering
ground points is a prerequisite step for ALS data processing.
Traditional filtering methods mainly use handcrafted features or
predefined classification rules with preprocessing/post-processing
operations to filter ground points iteratively, which is empirical
and cumbersome. Deep learning provides a new approach to solve
classification and segmentation problems because of its ability to
self-learn features, which has been favored in many fields, partic-
ularly remote sensing. In this article, we proposed a point-based
fully convolutional neural network (PFCN) which directly con-
sumed points with only geometric information and extracted both
point-wise and tile-wise features to classify each point. The network
was trained with 37449157 points from 14 sites and evaluated on
6 sites in various forested environments. Additionally, the method
was compared with five widely used filtering methods and one of
the best point-based deep learning methods (PointNet++). Results
showed that the PFCN achieved the best results in terms of mean
omission error (T1= 1.10%), total error (Te= 1.73%), and Kappa
coefficient (93.88%), but ranked second for the root mean square
error of the digital Terrain model caused by the worst commission
error. Additionally, our method was on par with or even better
than PointNet++ in accuracy. Moreover, the method consumes
one-third of the computational resource and one-seventh of the
training time. We believe that PFCN is a simple and flexible method
that can be widely applied for ground point filtering.

Index Terms—Digital terrain model (DTM), deep learning,
fully convolutional neural network (FCN), ground filtering, light
detection and ranging (LiDAR).
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I. INTRODUCTION

G ENERATING a digital terrain model (DTM) or removing
the effect of terrain is a prerequisite for many ecological

studies in forested environments [1]–[3]. Light detection and
ranging (LiDAR), which is an active remote sensing technol-
ogy, can measure the distance from the sensor to the target by
recording the time between the laser emission and the reception
of the reflected light [4]. Because of its higher penetration ability
compared with optical images [5] and radar interferometry [6],
[7], LiDAR has offered new perspectives on terrain products
generation [8]–[10] and their related applications [11]–[14].
Airborne laser scanning (ALS) is highly accurate and efficient,
providing useful data for various large scale applications [15]–
[17]. However, ground point filtering, as one of the prerequisites
for ALS data preprocessing, is the key to generating accurate
DTMs, which consumes nearly 80% of the workload of ALS
data processing [18]. Meanwhile, given nonground objects with
different shapes and sizes, in addition to the terrain surface with
various slopes and discontinuities, ALS data filtering can be
difficult and troublesome.

Traditional ground point filtering methods can be grouped
into three types: Slope-based, surface-based, and segmentation-
based methods [19]. Slope-based methods [20]–[23] filter
ground points based on the assumption that if the height dif-
ference between two points is greater than a defined threshold,
then they should be classified differently. Slope-based methods
are efficient and simple, but they are not robust when terrain
points and object points are mixed unequally, particularly in
areas with large terrain fluctuations [1]. Surface-based methods
filter ground points by defining a surface that approximates
bare earth within a buffer zone, which defines the 3-D space
where ground points are expected to reside [24]. Depending on
the surface generation method, surface-based methods can be
further divided into two subcategories: Morphology-based and
interpolation-based methods. Morphology-based methods [25]–
[29] approximate the terrain surface using morphological opera-
tions (e.g., opening and closing), which are easily implemented,
but their performance relies on the setting of a window size [30].
Interpolation-based methods [19], [31]–[34] adapt hierarchical
or iterative ideas to densify filtered results, which can manage
discontinuous and dense scenes, but a priori knowledge of the
terrain and objects is typically required to set optimal parameters
in the interpolation process. Segmentation-based methods [35],
[36] first segment points into patches and then group these
patches into clusters (ground or nonground) based on a set of
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predefined rules. Segmentation-based methods are better suited
to urban [1] than forested environments, where many patches
may be segmented [35].

Overall, these methods have alleviated the task of ALS data fil-
tering to a certain extent, and have proved that the use of LiDAR
attributes (e.g., echo width and intensity) is beneficial [37]. How-
ever, these filtering methods have some common shortcomings
that need to be addressed: they are based on a set of handcrafted
rules or statistically derived thresholds, which can result in errors
in complex scenes, such as over forested environments; they
mostly use multi-scale window sizes or hierarchical iterations
to achieve optimized results, which is computationally intensive
and time-consuming; and some methods sacrifice the number
of ground points to minimize commission errors, although pre-
serving a large volume of ground points is the prerequisite for
ensuring the accuracy of the DTM, particularly for applications
that are concerned with microtopography [31], [38].

The convolutional neural network (CNN) is a well-known
class of deep learning methods that is commonly used in com-
puter vision-related fields [39]. In the field of remote sens-
ing [40], [41], deep learning is mainly used to solve image-
based problems (e.g., detection, classification, and segmenta-
tion) [40]–[42], but a few studies have demonstrated the advan-
tage of deep learning in processing LiDAR points [18], [41],
[43]–[56]. There are a few practical challenges in using CNN
for filtering LiDAR points. First, convolutional operations used
in structured data (e.g., 1-D sequence sentences/voice, 2-D grid
images, and 3-D voxel) cannot be applied directly to irregular
points acquired by LiDAR. Second, unordered points require a
CNN to be invariant to the data feeding order, which has N! types
of permutations with N points. Third, interactions and disconti-
nuities among points require a CNN with the ability to extract
hierarchical features from very local to global scales. Finally,
transformation invariance requires the result of a CNN to remain
unchanged after affine transformations (e.g., rotation and shift).

Currently, there are four types of methods that address the
challenges of using deep learning with points: view/surface-
based methods, voxel/tree-based methods, point-based methods,
and graph-based methods. View/surface-based methods [44]
render points into collections of images, and use well-engineered
2-D CNNs to perform classification and retrieval tasks, but they
are nontrivial in terms of point classification and segmentation
because of the loss of some inherent structure of the 3-D points
in the transformation stage. Voxel-based methods [45], [46]
transform points into regular 3-D voxel grids, which enables
3-D convolution and feature extraction but causes unnecessarily
sparse volumes and computational costs, thereby limiting their
application at a large scale. These deficiencies have been partly
solved by some tree-based methods [47]–[49], but these are
limited by high storage costs in large-scale applications [47].
Point-based methods [50], [51], [57], and [58] perform highly
efficient 1-D convolutional operations. They directly consume
irregular and unordered points as input and output the classi-
fication of the object or segmentation of each point. Graph-
based methods [52], [53] combine superpoint embedding using
efficient CNNs (e.g., PointNet) and contextual segmentation
using edge-conditioned convolution [59] and a gated recurrent
unit [60] to capture both fine spatial details and long-range

contextual relationships. Although some graph-based methods
perform well in point semantic segmentation at a large scale,
they introduce unnecessary computation, complexity, and un-
certainties in the unsupervised partition of superpoint generation
with human-introduced features (e.g., linearity, planarity, scat-
tering, and verticality) [60], [61]. Therefore, from an engineering
application perspective, point-based methods are more promis-
ing because of their simple, efficient, robust, and expandable
characteristics.

The application of point-based methods in ALS point filtering
is still rare. Some studies have demonstrated the feasibility of
view-based methods in ALS data filtering. For example, Hu and
Yuan [18] viewed the classification of each point as a binary
image classification problem and achieved satisfactory results.
However, view-based methods may lack local information be-
cause point rendering is conducted based on the height difference
of all points within a fixed and predefined unit. To capture more
detailed information, Yang et al. [62] improved the rendering
method by choosing a unique center coordinate of each unit
through eigenvalue calculation. These two view-based methods
are both time-consuming and computationally intensive because
of the rendering of each point into an image by calculating
context information for each point, and were empirical be-
cause of the defined rendering rules and unit size. To address
this issue, some researchers have attempted to use voxel-based
and point-based methods to perform semantic segmentation by
exploiting the sparsity often inherent to 3-D data. For exam-
ple, Schmohl and Sörgel [54] proposed an encoder-decoder
architecture with sparse submanifold convolutional networks
for efficient ALS point cloud filtering, but it may still have
issues of limited resolution and sampling extent due to the
voxelization representation at a large scale. Yousefhussien et
al. [55] presented a multiscale fully convolutional neural net-
work (FCN) modified from PointNet for ALS point semantic
segmentation, which consumed terrain-normalized points with
spectral information (if available) in urban and rural areas.
Although the modified method labeled ALS points with promis-
ing results, it operated on terrain-normalized data. A critical
problem that we need to solve is how to filter ground points
from raw data that are heavily affected by terrain conditions,
such as those found in complex and discontinuous forested
environments.

In this study, we aim to propose a point-based fully CNN
(PFCN) for filtering ground points from ALS data in forested
environments. The main challenges we aim to solve are as
follows.

1) In forested environment, can we design a network that can
directly consume ALS data with low density, high noise,
complex terrain variation, and occlusion?

2) In forested environment, can we successfully train a deep
learning network by manually preparing massive dataset
without free available benchmark dataset?

3) Can we adopt deep learning tricks (e.g., joint loss, multi-
task learning and residual learning [63]–[66]) to improve
the performance of deep learning network?

To provide a clear illustration of the method, the rest of the
article is organized as follows. Section II specifies the architec-
ture of the network and loss function. Section III describes the
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the PFCN. The input layer is the normalized and
unclassified point cloud in black. The hidden layers contain an STN and a set
of MFCs. Each MFC consists of 1-D convolution operations, followed by 1-D
batch normalization and rectified linear unit activation (ReLu). The MFCs extract
both point-wise and tile-wise features for a multitask learning, including a point
classification task and a tile classification task.

experimental analysis, including study area and data collection,
data preparation, network training and testing, accuracy assess-
ment, design of comparison experiments with similar methods,
and analysis of tile size/shape influence. Section IV presents
the results of the training/validation loss, point classification
results, comparison results, and tile size/shape influence analysis
results. Although it is interesting to make systematic compar-
isons among more various traditional methods and deep learning
methods that are not included in this article, it may exceed the
scope of this article. Finally, Section V presents the discussion of
the experiment results and an analysis of the influential factors.
Section VI ends with a short conclusion.

II. METHODOLOGY

The PFCN is a point-based deep learning method that takes
advantage of FCN [67], residual learning [66], multitask joint
learning [63], [64], and focal loss (FL) [68], and is trained
“end-to-end” to extract hierarchical features. As shown in Fig. 1,
the PFCN consists of three parts: input layer, hidden layers,
and output layers. The input layer is a point cloud. The hidden
layers are composed of a spatial transformer network (STN)
[69] and many multilayer fully convolutional (MFC) operations
[70], which are designed to extract both point-wise and tile-wise
features robustly against unordered data. Point-wise features
contain detailed information about each point. Tile-wise features
represent global features derived from all points in the tile, which
are different from neighborhood features derived from sampling
points. The output layers are composed of two tasks through a
joint loss, which is trained in a multitask learning way. One main
task is the point classification (i.e., classifying each point into

a ground or nonground class), which utilizes the concatenated
point-wise and tile-wise features. The other associated task is
tile classification (i.e., classifying whether the input data/tile is
bare ground or not) by using only tile-wise feature.

A. PFCN Architecture

The input layer data is an N × M matrix, where N is the
number of points and M is the number of attributes of each
point. Because the x, y, z coordinates are the inherent attributes
of any 3-D point cloud, the matrix size of the PFCN is N × 3,
unless otherwise specified. The raw LiDAR data do not need to
be preprocessed to extract some handcrafted features, like with
traditional methods. The initial data are sent into the PFCN with
a normalization operation using (1), which can accelerate model
convergence and enhance model robustness [43], [71]

[X,Y, Z] =
[X,Y, Z]−Min([X,Y, Z])

Max([X,Y, Z])−Min([X,Y, Z])
(1)

where X, Y, and Z are the vectors of the point coordinates in the
x, y, and z directions, respectively.

The normalized data are then sent into the hidden layers,
which consist of an STN layer and three MFC layers. The STN
is a data-dependent network that can align points in a canonical
space before feature extraction begins. This can make the net-
work invariant to data transformations, such as shift and rotation
[51], [69]. In this article, the STN has multiple layers, and each
layer uses a different number of filters that are composed of 1-D
fully convolutional operations with 1-D batch normalization and
activation

N1024 = f1024(f128(f64(N3)))

N9 = f9(f256(f512(N1024)))

Mstn = Max(N9) + I3 (2)

where Nx denotes N points with x attributes; fx(Nx) denotes
the Nx data convoluted using x filters, and each 1-D convolution
is accompanied by 1-D batch normalization and rectified linear
unit activation operations (ReLu); Max is the maximum function
that operates in the point dimension; Mstn is the learned matrix
for the spatial transformation, and IX is the x-order unit matrix.

The STN outputs a spatial transformation matrix, which is
used to multiply the raw input data (matrix) before sending it
into the MFC layers. Each MFC layer consists of numerous
filters, and each filter performs a 1-D convolution in the fea-
ture dimension with 1-D batch normalization and activation. In
Fig. 1, the number of filters at each MFC stage is noted between
parentheses. The first MFC has seven layers of size 64, 128,
128, 128, 512, 1024, and 2048, and extracts point-wise features
of various dimensions. The 2048-dimensional feature is max
pooled in the point dimension to obtain a global tile-wise feature
vector. On the one hand, the tile-wise feature vector is expanded
into an N × 2048 matrix, which means that each point has a
global feature size of 1 × 2048. By concatenating all point-wise
features with the expanded global tile-wise features, each point
ends up having a 6080-dimensional feature (see Fig. 1). These
features are further processed using the second MFC with layer
sizes of 2048, 1024, 256, 128, and 2, to do point classification.
The last layer of the second MFC outputs an N × 2 matrix,
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which represents the probability of each point to be classified as
either ground or nonground. On the other hand, to enhance the
point classification task, the network trains another task inspired
by the multitask learning [63], [64], which is classifying the
total points/tile into bare ground or not. In the tile classification
task, the max-pooled 2048-dimensional feature is processed
by the last MFC. The last MFC has layer sizes of 512, 256,
and 2, and outputs a 1 × 2 vector using the softmax function,
which represents two types of probabilities: that the tile is bare
ground or not bare ground. However, the tile classification is
just an associate task to the training phase and is not used in
the output result. The tile classification procedure produces the
tile classification loss, which is added to the point classification
loss to make a multitask training. The loss functions for tile
classification and point classification are described later.

B. Loss Function

The loss function for the PFCN is the sum of the tile clas-
sification loss and the point classification loss. For the tile
classification, the loss function is the cross entropy (CE), which
has been widely used for classification problems because it
measures the difference between the prediction and ground truth
from the point of view of the probability distribution instead of
a simple distance [72]. The tile classification loss (tile_loss) is
defined as

pttile =

{
ptile ifttile= 1
1−ptile otherwise

tile_loss = CE(ptile, ttile) = − log(pttile) (3)

where ptile is the output probalility of the tile classification task
and ttile is the groud truth label of the tile classification.

For the point classification, we use the FL to eliminate the
influence of data distribution imbalance [68], which is a com-
mon scenario in very sparse and dense forest scenes. The FL
function improves the CE by decreasing the weight of the easy
examples and thus focusing on training hard negatives by adding
a modulating factor (1− ptpoint)

γ to the cross-entropy loss [68].
The point classification loss (point_loss) is defined as

ptpoint =

{
ppoint iftpoint= 1
1−ppoint otherwise

CE(ppoint, tpoint) = − log(ptpoint)

point_loss = FL(ppoint, tpoint)

= (1− ptpoint)
γCE(ppoint, tpoint) (4)

where ppoint is the output probability of the point classification
task, tpoint is the ground truth label of point classification, and γ
is a given parameter, which is set to 0.2 in this article by referring
to Lin et al. [68].

Finally, the total loss of the multitask network (Loss) is defined
by adding the tile classification loss and the point classification
loss. Because there are always some gaps in the forest and
the penetration ability of ALS is strong, the number of ground
points usually occupies a certain proportion of the total points.
However, the number of vegetation points may be sparse, which
means that a data imbalance of low vegetation ratio is more
common. In this case, to further avoid overfitting the point

classification task (i.e., all points are predicted to belong to one
class) even when FL is used, we define a self-weighted weight
for each task in the total loss. The self-weighted total loss can
balance the loss in point classification where vegetation is less
dense by giving more weights to the simple tile classification
loss. The equation is defined as

w0 =

⎧⎨
⎩

0.1 if n1

(n0+n1)
< 0.1

0.9 if n1

(n0+n1)
> 0.9

n1

(n0+n1)
elsewise

w1 = 1− w0

Loss = w0 × tile_loss + w1× point_loss (5)

where n1 is the number of ground points, n0 is the number of
nonground points. w0 and w1 are the fractions of ground points
and nonground points, which are both constrained into the range
of 0.1 to 0.9 to avoid any one of them being too small to train.

III. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

A. Study Area and Data Collection

In this article, four study areas (i.e., Providence, San Joaquin
Range, Courtwright Road, and Wolverton and Tokopah from
west to east) were selected in the Southern Sierra Nevada Moun-
tains, CA, USA. These areas have large changes in topography
and vegetation. Elevation ranges from nearly 0 to 4000 m above
sea level. The vegetation type is mixed conifer, and the dominant
species, in order of abundance, are white fir (Abies concolor),
ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), and incense cedar (Caloce-
drus decurrens). Additional associated species are black oak
(Quercus kelloggii) and canyon live oak (Quercus chrysolepis).
These oak trees are secondary forest species after fire, and there
are some shrub-like small oak trees distributed under the canopy.

LiDAR data for these areas were acquired in August 2010 us-
ing an Optech GEMINI Airborne Laser Terrain Mapper mounted
on a twin-engine Piper PA-31 Chieftain. The pulsing rate and
scanning frequency were 100 kHz and 50 Hz, respectively. The
scanning angle was±14° and the single swath width was 233.26
m with over 50% swath overlap. The system recorded up to 4
echoes per pulse. The average point density was approximately
10.27 pts/m2. Additionally, to quantify the vertical accuracy of
the LiDAR beam, the data provider (i.e., the National Center for
Airborne Laser Mapping) collected 243 checkpoints on roads
using a global positioning system mounted on a vehicle. The
average vertical accuracy, which was derived by calculating
the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the elevation differences
between the LiDAR shot and the nearest checkpoints, was 0.024
m and was homogenous among all sites.

Twenty sites with an area of 500 × 500 m were chosen from
the four study areas (upper right corner in Fig. 2). Sites 1 and
2 were located in Courtwright Road; sites 3–8 were located in
San Joaquin; site 9 was located in Providence, and sites 10–20
were located in Wolvert and Tokopah. Statistical information
for the vegetation and terrain factors (see Table I) was calculated
from a DTM, digital surface model (DSM), canopy height model
(CHM), and individual tree segmentation results. For each site,
ground points were generated using methods in Section III-B.
The classified ground points were used to generate the DTM
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TABLE I
STATISTICAL INFORMATION OF THE VEGETATION AND TERRAIN OF THE 20 SELECTED SITES

a “Min” is the minimum value of canopy cover, tree height, elevation, and slope.
b “Max” is the maximum value of canopy cover, tree height, elevation, and slope.
c “SD” is the standard deviation value of canopy cover, tree height, elevation, and slope.
∗ “∗” indicates that a site was chosen as a testing site; otherwise, it was chosen as a training site.

Fig. 2. Four study areas indicated by red stars in the Southern Sierra Nevada,
CA, USA. Twenty sites were chosen across these areas, as shown, colorized
by elevation, in the black box in the upper right corner. The sites with a red
bounding box were used for testing while the others were used for training.

using the most widely used ordinary kriging method [38], [73]
in the ESRI ArcGIS software with default parameter settings. Of
which, the semivariogram used the stable model, whose parame-
ters are automatically fitted using weight least squares methods.
The minimum/maximum number of neighboring points were
set as auto, the neighbor type was set as standard without
smooth, the sector type was set as 4 sectors with 45° offset,
and the angle/major-semiaxis/minor-semiaxis were copied from
the variogram parameters. The DSM was generated using the
same method, but with the first return points. The CHM was
derived by subtracting the DTM from the DSM, and the spatial
resolutions of the DTM, DSM, and CHM were all set to 0.5
m. A 0.5 m resolution was chosen because we found that the
RMSE of LiDAR derived-DTM decreased quickly when the
spatial resolution varied from 10 to 0.5 m, and stayed relatively
stable after 0.5 m using the similar LiDAR dataset (collected
with the same equipment with similar point density) in the Sierra
Nevada mountains [38]. The canopy cover was derived using a
canopy-based method [74], calculating the ratio of pixels with a
CHM value higher than 2 m in each patch of 30 × 30 m. Finally,
we calculated the minimum (Min), maximum (Max), mean, and
standard deviation (SD) of all canopy cover values for each site.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of data preparation, network training, validation, and testing.

Statistical information for the elevation was calculated using the
DTM directly. Statistical information for the slope was calcu-
lated using the slope raster generated from the DTM raster. Tree
height was calculated from the individual segmentation result
from LiDAR data using Green Valley International LiDAR360
software [75].

The statistical information showed that the vegetation and
terrain conditions in these sites were complex. The mean canopy
cover of these sites ranged from 0% to 90% with an SD range of
0%–23%. Meanwhile, the mean tree height of these sites ranged
from 0to 25.9 m, with an SD range of 0–8.9 m. The large range
of the canopy cover and tree height is representative of most
forest scenes. Additionally, the mean elevation and slope range
of these sites were 426–3347 m and 6.0°–41.5°, respectively,
which covers very flat and steep terrain in various mountain
types. Moreover, the mean point density ranged from 8.0 pts/m2

to 14.1 pts/m2.

B. Data Preparation (Training, Validation, and Testing)

Well-labeled training data are the prerequisite for training a
satisfactory model. In this article, 14 sites (70% of all sites)
were selected for training (see Fig. 3), which covered various
vegetation and terrain conditions, and with canopy cover and
slope ranging from 0% to 90% and 7.1° to 41.5°, respectively.
The unclassified points were filtered to obtain preliminary results
using the automatic method in the TerraScan software. The pre-
liminary results of each site were checked manually to eliminate
incorrectly filtered points and increase the number of ground
points as much as possible. Manual checking was performed
by visualizing the cross section of the point cloud with the
LiDAR360 software, which can easily identify mistakes and
reclassify incorrect points [76], [77]. The standard and detailed
procedures can be found at our previous study [78]. Information
about the final labeled data and the ratio of manually corrected
points is given in Table II.

TABLE II
INFORMATION ABOUT THE CLASSIFIED GROUND AND NONGROUND POINTS OF

ALL SITES OBTAINED BY VISUALLY CHECKING AND REVISING THE DATA

CLASSIFIED BY THE AUTOMATIC FILTERING RESULTS USING TERRASCAN AND

LIDAR360 SOFTWARE

∗ “∗” indicates that the site was chosen as a testing site; otherwise, it was chosen as a training
site.

Because each site was 500 × 500 m, hardware limitations
made it difficult to input such a large scene as a single training
sample. We therefore increased the training samples by tiling
each classified training datum (site) into 62 20 × 20 m tiles.
Each tile was labeled with two types of labels for the two training
tasks (i.e., tile classification and point classification). For the
tile classification, the tile was labeled 0 if the tile was bare
ground (i.e., all points were ground points); and 1 otherwise.
For the point classification, each point of the tile was labeled as
a ground point (0) or nonground point (1). The labeled data were
normalized to create a training sample using (1). Finally, 12500
tiles were labeled as ground/nonground samples, of which 8750
samples were labeled from 14 training sites and 3750 samples
were labeled from 6 testing sites. Moreover, 70% (6125) of
the training samples (8750) were selected for training and the
remaining 30% (2625) were reserved for validation to select the
best model in the training process. The 3750 testing samples
were used for accuracy assessment.

The best model saved in the training stage was used for testing.
Points in each tile of a site were predicted separately and then
merged to obtain the final result.

C. Network Training and Testing

The PFCN was trained “end-to-end” using strong GPU ac-
celeration in the PyTorch framework [79]. The 6125 training
samples were fed into the network using a batch size of 1
because the number of points in each training sample was not
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TABLE III
ACCURACY ASSESSMENT METHOD FOR POINT CLASSIFICATION

the same. After each epoch, the loss for tile classification and
point classification was calculated using cross-entropy and FL,
respectively. The two losses were added to obtain the total loss,
which was optimized using the Adam method through back
propagation with a time-dependent learning rate [80]. The initial
learning rate was 0.0001, which was halved every 20 epochs
when the epoch was less than 100. To monitor the best model, we
validated the model using validation samples after each epoch. In
the validation stage, 2625 samples were predicted to obtain the
total loss and overall accuracy between the prediction and target.
If the total validation loss decreased and the overall accuracy
increased over the last epoch, then the model of this epoch was
saved. The initial total loss and overall accuracy were set to
1000%, and 0%, respectively. The network was trained until the
validation loss did not decrease and the overall accuracy did
not increase over 50 consecutive epochs. Finally, the last saved
model was considered the best model.

D. Accuracy Assessment

The point classification accuracy was evaluated at the point
level using cross matrices of type I error (T1), type II error (T2),
total error (Te), and Kappa coefficient (Kp) (see Table III) [24],
[81], [82]. T1 error indicates the omission of target ground points
(i.e., the proportion of ground points misclassified as nonground
points). T2 error indicates the commission of nonground points
(i.e., the proportion of nonground points misclassified as ground
points). Te is the total proportion of misclassified points. Kp
determines the point classification accuracy. Low T1, T2, Te,
and high Kp are expected for a good result.

Additionally, the RMSE of the DTM was evaluated at different
resolutions: 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 m. The DTM of both the prediction
and ground truth was generated using the most widely used
Kriging method [38]. The ground truth points were prepared
using methods in Section III-B. At each resolution, the RMSE
between the ground truth DTM and predicted DTM was cal-
culated. Meanwhile, by averaging the RMSE of all sites, the
mean RMSE of different sites at each resolution was calculated.
Moreover, by averaging the RMSE of all resolutions, the average
RMSE was calculated.

E. Comparison with Traditional Methods and PointNet++

To show the performance difference between the PFCN and
traditional ALS filtering methods, five widely used traditional
methods were selected for quantitative comparison, which in-
cluded a slope-based method [20], a morphology-based method
[27], and three interpolation-based methods [31], [83], [84].
Traditional methods were chosen instead of the latest methods
for the following reasons:

1) traditional methods are stable and widely used;
2) they share key ideas with the latest algorithms [19], [33],

[85], [86]; and
3) their performances are on par with or better than the latest

methods [87].
The slope-based method (hereafter SAGA) is based on a

height difference assumption and is implemented in the open-
source SAGA software [20]. The morphology-based method
(hereafter SMRF) uses a simple morphological filter with a lin-
early increasing window and simple slope threshold to classify
ALS data, which is suited for DTM generation because of the
lower ground point omission error [27]. The first interpolation-
based method is based on adaptive TIN models (hereafter Ter-
raScan), which have been implemented as a package in the
commercial TerraSolid software [84]. The second interpolation-
based method is a multi-scale curvature algorithm designed for
forested environments (hereafter MCC), which retains a high ra-
tio of ground points and low commission errors to derive a highly
accurate ground surface [83]. The last interpolation method
(hereafter Fusion) is also designed for wooded areas, and is
implemented in the open-source Fusion software [31], [88]. The
parameter setting of each method was determined by exhausting
all possible parameter combinations, and we used the parameter
setting with the optimized filtering results in each study site
(the lowest Te) for comparison. The detailed information of
parameter settings of Fusion, MCC, SAGA, and TerraScan can
be found at our previous study [78]. The SMRF method has five
parameters: cell size, slope, maximum window radius, elevation
threshold, and scaling factor for ground identification. To find
the optimal parameter setting for comparison, the cell size was
fixed at 1 m according to [27]. Slope was changed from 5%
to 100% with an increment of 5%, and with an increment of
1% during a fine-tune optimization. Maximum window radius
was varied from 1 to 20 m with an increment of 1 m. Elevation
threshold was varied from 0 to 1.0 m with an increment of 0.1
m. Elevation scaling factor was varied from 0 to 2.5 with an
increments of 0.05.

In addition, we analyzed whether PFCN is as accurate as state-
of-the-art deep learning-based filtering methods and whether
it has additional strengths. A well-known point-based deep
learning method, PointNet++, was selected for comparison,
because it captures both local and global features and has been
shown to have state-of-the-art performance in point semantic
segmentation [50]. PointNet++was also trained using the same
training dataset used in PFCN and monitored by the validation
dataset until the validation loss did not decrease and the overall
accuracy did not increase over 50 consecutive epochs. The
hyper-parameters (e.g., search radius and number of sampling
point) used in PointNet++ were set as default as in [50].
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Fig. 4. Overall accuracy and loss of training and validation during the training
process.

F. Influence Analysis of Input Tile Size and Tile Shape

Splitting a large scene into small tiles for training is a neces-
sary step because of computational limitations. Splitting is also
a simple approach to perform data augmentation, which can
enhance the robustness of the model [89]. Moreover, the global
feature of the tile that has been expanded for each point can
be considered as local information used in traditional methods
to improve filter performance [24]. However, the tile size and
shape may affect model performance because previous studies
have indicated that features are related to target and input data
sizes [1], [24].

To analyze the influence of tile size, we compared the perfor-
mance of the PFCN with training samples of different tile sizes:
5 × 5 m, 10 × 10 m, 15 × 15 m, 20 × 20 m, 25 × 25 m, and 30
× 30 m. Sizes smaller than 5 × 5 m were not included because a
size that is too small cannot provide sufficient information; sizes
that are larger than 30 × 30 m were also excluded because of
computational limitations.

In addition to the tile size, the tile shape (i.e., width and length)
may also affect the performance of neural networks. Therefore,
we analyzed the performance of the PFCN with training samples
of different shapes but same area: 20 × 20 m, 10 × 40 m, 5 ×
80 m, 2 × 200 m, and 1 × 400 m.

IV. RESULT

A. Training/Validation Loss Decreasing

The PFCN was trained to converge with a total number
of training epochs of 146 and training time of approximately
43 h on a Windows 10 server with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5-2640 v4 @2.40GHz, 256 GB RAM, and an NVIDIA Tesla
P100-PCIE-12GB GPU. The trends for the training loss, training
accuracy, validation loss, and validation accuracy are shown in
Fig. 4.

B. Point Classification Results

The visual results of the whole point classification are shown
in Fig. 5. There are no obvious visual differences in the ground
point filtering results when compared with the ground truth.
The difference between the ground truth and prediction was
calculated and is shown in the right column in Fig. 5. The

matched points are in gray and the misclassified points are in
red. As can be seen, the misclassified areas appear mainly in
Figs. 5(d) and (e). Most of the misclassified points are discretely
distributed, apart from some misclassified points that appear
in a continuous area in Fig. 5(e). Moreover, the misclassified
points mostly appear at the junction of terrain and vegetation, as
can be seen from the difference (profile) figures in the right
column in Fig. 5. The quantitative results are described in
Section IV-C.

C. Comparison With Traditional Methods and PointNet++

To quantitatively evaluate the performance of the PFCN,
evaluation metrics (i.e., Kp, T1, T2, and Te) were calculated
and compared with traditional filtering methods. The results
showed that the PFCN had the highest mean Kp value (93.88%)
over all sites, followed by SMRF, MCC, TerraScan, Fusion,
and SAGA [see Fig. 6(b)]. Meanwhile, the mean SD of Kp of
PFCN in all sites was the lowest (6.03%), followed by SMRF,
MCC, TerraScan, Fusion, and SAGA. Additionally, most of
the methods performed relatively weakly in site 16 and site
5 [see Fig. 6(a)], but the PFCN was always the best in each
site.

In addition to the Kp accuracy, we also evaluated the perfor-
mance of the PFCN and traditional methods using the T1, T2,
and Te metrics (see Fig. 7). The results showed that the PFCN had
the lowest mean T1 error and highest mean T2 error. However,
the mean Te of the PFCN was the lowest among all methods,
followed by SMRF, MCC, TerraScan, Fusion, and SAGA, which
is consistent with the results of the Kp metrics.

Moreover, the mean RMSE of the DTM products showed that
the RMSE of each method was almost unchanged or slightly
increased as the resolution became coarser: from 0.5 to 10 m
[see Fig. 8(a)]. Additionally, the average value of the mean
RMSE of the DTM at different resolutions of each method
is shown in Fig. 8(b), which indicates that the PFCN ranked
second, followed by SMRF, MCC, FUSION, and SAGA. The
best RMSE result of the DTM was TerraScan, which had a
0.05 m lower RMSE than the PFCN.

Besides the comparisons with traditional methods, we found
that the Kp and Te values of the PFCN and PointNet++methods
were almost the same (see Fig. 9). Meanwhile, we found that the
Mean RMSE of the DTM of the PFCN method was slightly better
than that of the PointNet++method. Moreover, the training (in-
cluding validation stage) time and GPU resources of each epoch
of the PFCN and PointNet++ methods were 0.295 and 2.142 h,
and approximately 3 GB and 9 GB, respectively. Additionally,
for each sample with a size of 20 m× 20 m, the mean testing time
of PFCN and PointNet++ methods were 0.033 s and 0.899 s,
respectively.

D. Influence of the Input Tile Size and Tile Shape

The mean values of T1, T2, Te, and Kp, and Mean RMSE of
the DTM show the specific influence of the tile size in Fig. 10.
The mean Te and Kp, and Mean RMSE of the DTM of different
tile sizes were very similar, of which the 20 × 20 m tile size
had the lowest Te and highest Kp, and a 0.25 m RMSE that
was very close to the minimum. Meanwhile, the 20 × 20 m tile
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Fig. 5. Point classification result of the PFCN. Subfigures, from left to right in each row, are the ground truth, prediction, difference between the ground truth and
prediction, and difference in 20 m interval profile between the ground truth and prediction. Circled numbers indicate the location of the difference profile. (a)–(f)
Six testing sites.

size had the lowest T1 with a middle T2 value. However, the
influence of tile size in all accuracy metrics was insignificant
at the 95% confidence level using Tukey’s multiple comparison
method [90].

V. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison with Traditional Methods and PointNet++

The comparison of the point filtering methods showed that
the PFCN performed best according to all the metrics except
T2, followed by surface-based methods (i.e., SMRF, MCC,
TerraScan, and Fusion) and sloped-based methods (i.e., SAGA).
The main reason may be that the PFCN captured both point-
wise and tile-wise features, which were learned automatically
from millions of points that covered various complexities. Ad-
ditionally, the PFCN adopts many ideas from other current
state-of-the-art methods, such as using FL to avoid data im-
balance [68], using residual learning to improve the robustness

of the model [66], and using multitask learning to improve
performance [63]. The reason that surface-based methods were
better than slope-based methods was that they captured more
context information [24]. Among these surface-based methods,
the SMRF method is based on morphology operations, which
are effective at minimizing the T1 error on highly varied terrain
[27] Meanwhile, the morphology-based methods that operate on
the surface also proved to be less sensitive to slope, vegetation
conditions, point density, and other factors [27], [87], which
may explain why SMRF was better than the other three surface-
based methods using the interpolation surface. However, the
interpolation-based methods (i.e., MCC, TerraScan, and Fusion)
proved to be better than slope-based methods [78]. MCC has
been specifically developed for forested environments, and is
more robust to changes in terrain and canopy cover because it
balances T1 and T2 errors [83]. By contrast, TerraScan tended to
flatten hilltops and resulted in a higher T1 error [78], which may
be why MCC performed better than TerrasScan. Meanwhile,
MCC outperformed Fusion [87] and TerraScan outperformed
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Fig. 6. Comparison of Kp of PFCN and traditional filtering methods, includ-
ing Fusion, MCC, SAGA, TerraScan, and SMRF. The value above each bar
represents the mean value, and the value in parentheses represents the SD.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the error metrics (i.e., T1, T2, and Te) of the PFCN and
traditional filtering methods, including Fusion, MCC, SAGA, TerraScan, and
SMRF. The value above each bar represents the mean value, and the value in
parentheses represents the SD.

Fig. 8. Comparison of mean RMSE of DTM of the PFCN and traditional
filtering methods, including Fusion, MCC, SAGA, Glidar, IPTD, PTDF, and
SMRF. The value above each bar represents the mean value, and the value in
parentheses represents the SD.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the PFCN and PointNet++ methods using (a) T1, T2,
and Te, (b) Kp, and (c) mean RMSE of the DTM metrics at 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 m
resolutions. The value above each bar represents the mean value, and the value
in parentheses represents the SD.

FUSION, particularly when the canopy cover was high [78].
Additionally, these surface-based methods outperformed the
slope-based method adopted by SAGA, which is also consistent
with previous studies [78], [87], [91].

The lowest Kp value was for sites 5 and 16 for almost all
methods. This may be related to the site conditions: site 5 had a
large mean canopy cover of 89% and site 16 had a large mean
slope of 41.0°. This result is supported by previous studies in
forested environments, in which the canopy and slope conditions
were two important factors that affected filtering accuracy, and a
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Fig. 10. Influence of tile size of the same shape indicated by (a) T1, T2, and Te, (b) Kp, and (c) mean RMSE of the DTM generated at four kinds of resolutions
(i.e., 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 m) at each tile shape. The value above each bar represents the mean value, and the value in parentheses represents the SD. There are no
significant differences between the different tile sizes in all accuracy metrics at the 95% confidence level using Tukey’s multiple comparison method. The mean
values of T1, T2, Te, and Kp, and mean RMSE of the DTM illustrate the influence of tile shape in Fig. 11. The mean T1, Te, and Kp, and mean RMSE of the DTM
of square size 20 × 20 m were the best, while the T2 value of square size 20 × 20 m was middle. The Kp value decreased when the tile shape narrowed, except for
the 5 × 80 m shape. This exception also existed in the error metric values (T1, T2, and Te), but there was no exception from the point of view of the Mean RMSE
of the DTM.

larger canopy cover and slope value resulted in larger errors [1],
[78]. Meanwhile, we found that the slope-based method, SAGA,
was more heavily affected by slope, which is also consistent with
previous studies [78]. This may explain why the Kp of site 4
(slope = 33.3) for the SAGA prediction was also low. Although
the PFCN method was also affected by slope and vegetation
factors, the Kp value was 93.56%, even under 89% canopy cover,
and the Kp value was greater than 80%, even in the steep hill area
with a mean slope of 41.0°. According to [82], a Kp value above
0.75 generally reflects excellent agreement, which indicates that
the PFCN was in excellent agreement with the ground truth.

Besides the Kp value, the PFCN performed best in terms of
Te. The main reason is that the PFCN was optimized by both the
cross-entropy and FL to obtain the maximum overall accuracy,
which tended to classify all possible ground points to minimize
both the T1 and T2 errors. By contrast, the traditional methods
had a strategy to select a set of ground points by iteratively den-
sifying ground points based on some critical points, such as the
lowest points in a series of local neighbors [84]. Therefore, the

traditional methods had a higher omission error (T1) but lower
commission error (T2) compared with the PFCN. The higher T2
problem was also mentioned for previous deep learning-based
methods [92]. Although the T1 error can be easily interpolated,
whereas the T2 error requires additional filters, a high T2 error is
preferred over a high T1 error because it is easier to amend when
manual checking is unavoidable in practice [81]. Meanwhile,
higher T1 errors result in gaps in the landscape, and it is difficult
and costly to determine whether a gap is caused by T1 errors or
the removal of objects [24], [78]. The gap issue should be solved
by reducing the Type I error especially for the ALS data because
it has relatively low point density, and generating high-resolution
DEM (e.g., 0.5–1m) needs high ground point density [38]. In this
article, the T1 of the PFCN was the lowest. Meanwhile, because
all T2 errors (0.17%–4.50%) were much smaller than T1 errors
(1.10%–24.25%), the Te of the PFCN was still the best.

Additionally, a higher T2 error may result in a higher RMSE of
the DTM, which is the reason why the mean-RMSE of the DTM
of the PFCN ranked second among all methods. However, they
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Fig. 11. Influence of tile shape with the same area indicated by (a) T1, T2, and Te, (b) Kp, and (c) mean RMSE of the DTM generated at four kinds of resolutions
(i.e., 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 m) at each tile shape. The value above each bar represents the mean value, and the value in parentheses represents the SD. There was no
significant difference between the different tile shapes in all accuracy metrics except T1 at the confidence level of 95% using Tukey’s multiple comparison method.
The significance of the differences in tile shape influence on these metrics is shown using letters a and b. If two groups do not have the same letter, they have
significant difference

were comparable to the best results generated by the TerraScan
method with a 0.05 m difference considering the average vertical
accuracy of the ALS data. In practice, most ALS data have a reso-
lution of approximately 0.15 m vertically and 0.3 m horizontally
under the best conditions [93], [94]. For the DTMs, the T1 and
T2 errors caused the same absolute elevation errors [24], [78].
In the case of comparable accuracy, it is necessary to ensure
overall filtering accuracy (Te and Kp) to obtain as many ground
points as possible. The PFCN was the method that achieved this
purpose, which has also been reflected in recent studies [27]. In
addition, similar to traditional methods, the PFCN was able to
work with dataset of different point densities, terrain types, and
vegetation conditions (Appendix Fig. 14).

From the comparison of PFCN with PointNet++, we found
that the PFCN was on par in terms of Te and Kp, and slightly
better in terms of the mean RMSE of the DTM product. More im-
portantly, the PFCN provided much more efficient ALS filtering
in terms of both time and resource consumption. These strengths
may benefit from the point-wise and tile-wise loss function as

well as the multitask network architecture, which is discussed
in Section V-B.

B. Network Architecture

To increase the performance and robustness of PFCN, we
designed a concatenated feature that combines both point-wise
and tile-wise features. In the point classification task (Appendix
Table IV), the only point-wise feature works well, but the only
tile-wise feature does not work. However, combining the tile-
wise feature with the point-wise feature can improve the mean
overall accuracy (i.e., Kp) and decrease the mean total error (i.e.,
Te) of point classifications. The reason why the combined loss
decreases the accuracy of Mean RMSE of DTM at sites 14 and
16 may be that their slopes are both too steep to learn a good
tile-wise feature by PFCN.

Comparing the slight improvement of multiwise feature,
the improvement of multitask training is more considerable.
(Appendix Tables V and VI). It improves the tile classification
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accuracy at 5 of the 6 testing sites as well as the mean tile
classification accuracy (Appendix Table V) when compared
with only using the tile classification task. Meanwhile, multitask
improves the point classification accuracy at all testing sites in
terms of Te and Kp, and decreases the RMSE of DTM by 8
cm on average (Appendix Table VI) when compared with only
using the point classification task. The finding that multitask
deep learning contributes to the performance of each task is
consistent with previous studies [64], [95], [96].

The reason why multitask learning does not bring a tremen-
dous improvement to the only point classification task (Ap-
pendix Table VI) may be that the multitask loss is designed to
solve the misclassification of low vegetation cover in steep areas,
as in the example in Fig. 12. In this case, the improvement of Kp
and Te is not obvious, because the proportion of corrected points
is small. However, the improvement is obvious in DTM, in which
it greatly corrects the local overestimation problem (see Fig. 12).
This is why the improvement of the RMSE of the DTM is greater
than Te and Kp (Appendix Table VI). Through further analysis of
the improved samples, we find that the improvements are mainly
concentrated on areas with a small proportion of vegetation
points and areas with large slopes (see Fig. 13). This further
proves the validity of the proposed loss function. Because only a
few of all test samples in each site belong to the abovementioned
case, the overall improvement for each site is not very obvious.

C. Influence of the Input Tile Size and Tile Shape

From the analysis of tile size influence in Fig. 10, we found
that 20 × 20 m is an optimal tile size in terms of the lowest Te
and highest Kp, but 10 × 10 m may be a better choice for a
highly accurate DTM. Additionally, although the performances
of the PFCN with different tile size input were similar, there
was a slight tendency for the RMSE and T2 to increase with the
increase of the tile size. A possible reason for this is that the
global feature of the tile contributes less to finer classification,
whereas the global feature of small tiles may better represent
the local neighbor information about each point. Moreover, a
tile size that is too small (less than 5 × 5 m) may result in an
increase of the RMSE and Te because of the lack of sufficient
local information when comparing the result of 5 × 5 m with
that of 10 × 10 m.

Additionally, a potential law of tile shape influence appears
to indicate that as the tile shape becomes narrower, the accuracy
decreases (see Fig. 11). It is difficult to analyze the reason for
the exception appeared at 5 × 80 m shape using deep learning
methods, but we can see that the Mean RMSE of the DTM
increased gradually when tile shape narrowed from 20 × 20 m
to 1 × 400 m. This means that a narrower area is not conducive
to accurate point classifications. A narrower area may contain
only a very small amount of vegetation point data (see Fig. 12),
which makes the tile classification more difficult (see the tile
classification accuracy of site 16 in Appendix Table V), and
further affects the result of multitask PFCN.

D. Contributions and Future Work

The PFCN is a point-based method based on the PointNet
backbone [51], and integrates a series of state-of-the-art deep

Fig. 12. Example when multitask network usually predicts better results than
the only point classification task network. In such cases the percentage of
vegetation points is very low and the slope is very steep.

Fig. 13. Improvement relationships, in terms of T1, T2, Te, Kp, and mean
RMSE of DTM, with percentage of vegetation point and mean slope of each
sample between using multitask training and only point classification task
training. ΔT1 is derived using T1 of multitask PFCN minus T1 of only point
classification task, and the calculations of ΔT2, ΔTe, ΔKp, and ΔRMSE are
similar.
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Fig. 14. Overall accuracy and RMSE of DTM (at 0.5 m resolution) of PFCN
under different point density, terrain type, and vegetation type using testing
samples with an area of 20 × 20 m.

learning technologies, such as FCN [67], residual network
(ResNet) [66], and multitask learning [63]. The major contri-
butions to ALS filtering include as follows.

1) A combination of point-wise and tile-wise features was
designed, which can lead to better performances than using
only point-wise or only tile-wise features.

2) Multitask (point classification and tile classification) train-
ing with a joint loss (the sum of FL and cross-entropy loss)
was adopted, which can achieve better filtering results than
using only point classification task.

3) The PFCN method used FL to enhance the classification
ability under different imbalanced data distribution sce-
narios [68].

In addition, the model was trained end-to-end to generate
the filtered ground points directly, which is very flexible for
use with only raw point information or points with more at-
tributes/features (e.g., intensity and echo width information).
The PFCN method can be extended to other areas of discrete
data processing problems, such as multiple class classification,
by easily setting the number of output classes.

Some limitations of this method still exist, which will be
addressed in future studies. First, the T2 filtering error was
relatively low, but it was the highest compared to the other tested
methods. This error could be reduced further by designing new
loss functions or a more advanced network to understand the
semantic relationships among local and global points [97], [98].
If the T2 error was lower, then we would expect the RMSE
of the DTM to also be lower, accordingly. Second, the ground

truth was generated through manual checking of the automatic
filtering result of TerraScan, which may potentially have reduced
the T1 of TerraScan and improved the accuracy of its DEM.
That may be a possible reason why the RMSE of the DTM in
the method was not the best. However, this approach is currently
the most widely used method for producing benchmark data for
point filtering. In this article, we have carefully and laboriously
checked the filtering result in the 3-D profile to make the dataset
more accurate. The manually corrected ratio is given in Table II.
Third, the points used in this study contained only geometric
information, and we did not analyze whether the PFCN accuracy
would improve if points were provided with additional features.
In general, adding more features, such as spectral information
and normal information about the points would increase the
network’s performance, as shown in [55]. Fourth, in this article,
each site was split into smaller tiles before being sent into the
network, but this can be avoided in the future with the hardware
development, particularly GPU. If a large scene (e.g., 500 m ×
500 m) can be consumed as a single sample, we may not need to
split the scene into tiles for training. However, we may need to
adjust our network to add layers for local information extraction
with the aid of some local feature extraction methods [55], [99].
Besides, high efficient network structures might be also needed
to further reduce computation resource and time [100]. Fifth,
because massive training data is needed to train a deep learning
network, we acknowledge the generalization of the method is
worse than heuristic methods. The needed minimum data size
is important for training a deep neural network, but it has not
been analyzed because it is complicatedly determined by both
the network structure and data distribution. We recommend that
the method of using validation set to monitor model training
to explore the minimum sample size. Besides, carrying out
small sample learning and transfer learning is an important
work to improve the transferability of deep learning methods
[101]. Finally, we have found that the accuracy of our method
is reduced when vegetation coverage is small and slope is large.
A quantitative analysis of the influence of these factors may be
needed in the future, which can give more guidance about setting
scanning patterns and flight heights.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed a PFCN for ALS ground point
filtering in forested environments. The method operated on the
point cloud directly and was trained in a multitask learning way
using 37449157 points from 14 sites with various vegetation
and terrain characteristics, and evaluated on six equally diverse
sites (16470083 points). Additionally, the method was compared
with traditional filtering methods. The PFCN showed the best
average performance in terms of T1 (1.10%), Te (1.73%), and Kp
(93.88%), and ranked second in terms of the RMSE of the DTM,
but had the highest T2 (4.5%). Additionally, the filtering method
was on par with or even better than one of the state-of-the-art
point-based deep learning methods (PointNet++). Overall, the
proposed PFCN is an end-to-end method that consumes simple
geometric information and directly outputs the filtered result.
We believe that this multitask method can be widely applied in
ALS ground point filtering tasks.
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APPENDIX

TABLE IV
ACCURACY OF THE POINT CLASSIFICATION TASK WHEN USING ONLY POINT-WISE, ONLY TILE-WISE, AND POINT-WISE AND TILE-WISE FEATURES. THE BOLD

FONTS INDICATE THE ACCURACY WAS HIGHER WHEN USING POINT-WISE AND TILE-WISE FEATURES THAN USING ONLY POINT-WISE FEATURE OR ONLY

TILE-WISE FEATURE

TABLE V
TILE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY USING ONLY TILE CLASSIFICATION LOSS AND MULTITASK LOSS. THE BOLD FONTS INDICATE THE ACCURACY WAS HIGHER

WHEN USING MULTITASK LOSS THAN USING ONLY TILE CLASSIFICATION LOSS

TABLE VI
POINT CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY USING ONLY POINT CLASSIFICATION LOSS AND MULTITASK LOSS. THE BOLD FONTS INDICATE THE ACCURACY WAS HIGHER

WHEN USING MULTITASK LOSS THAN USING ONLY POINT CLASSIFICATION LOSS
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